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Dress plays important role in as showcase of personality. Even the costliest dress may not suit to
the personality of user while a cheaper dress may support the personality of the user. The
importance of dresses becomes more important when used at important occasion when numbers of
visitors judge the selection criteria and the suitability. Wedding function is one such occasion when
everyone tries to explore personality at the best. Flower girls are always the center of attraction of
visitors. Not only the bridal dress but the flower girl dresses also become the focus point of
attraction.

Therefore, when parents get an invitation for a wedding function with special invitation for their
daughter to be the flower girl, they start their search through the best possible flower girl dresses.
Stores offer wide range of flower girl dresses and the collection is updated at short intervals by the
new arrivals. New designs and patterns are introduced by the different manufacturers. Therefore, no
dress can be said as latest. The justification of selection depends upon the suitability to budget,
comfort level and personality.

To select the best out of several shortlisted flower girl dresses, we donâ€™t need to be a fashion expert.
However, we must know which dress would support the personality of our daughter. Color, fabric,
size, pattern and design etc are the primary factors that direct the selection process of flower girl
dresses. The parameters like fabric, size and pattern are closely linked to the personality of user.
The parameters like design and colors are associated more closely to the time and venue of
wedding function.

Generally white flower girl dresses are considered as the ultimate choice. These have been in to the
fashion since centuries. However, now the buyers and users seem more open to accept the new
fashion trends. The flower girl dresses of different colors are available; blue, yellow, cream, ivory
and pink etc are favorite colors. The selection of fabric depends upon the season and time. Silk,
georgette, tulle and organza are more favorite fabrics. Flower girl dresses with batting of cotton
fabrics are liked because the use of cotton as under cover makes the dress skin friendly. Cotton
batting underneath the flower girl dresses also helps to retain the shape of the dress. If you want to
see your pretty little one clad in best outfit, get the best fit dress. While selecting the best from
available options of flower girl dresses, keep in mind that the use of these girls dresses is no more
limited only to wedding.
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